Footnotes, Bibliographies, and the Good Life
Program in Science, Technology, and Society, MIT

Proper citations are the backbone of modern scholarship. Here is a template for how to format footnote and bibliography entries. These are neither “suggestions” nor “guidelines,” but rather unyielding, sacrosanct rules. Failure to follow these rules will lead, in all likelihood, to anarchy—cats and dogs living together, time flowing backward, the works. Do not risk even the slightest deviation. Exceptions will not be tolerated.

Although not as potent in its destructive powers as bad citation practice, the lack of page numbers is the demonic half-sibling of mangled footnote and bibliography entries. Use page numbers on your documents, and do your part to hold the forces of darkness at bay.

Footnotes

General information

The first time an item appears in a footnote, you must provide the full and complete citation for it. Whenever the same item appears in later footnotes, you should use only the author’s last name and an abbreviated title, along with the appropriate page references for the specific point you are either paraphrasing or quoting. The abbreviated title may be as short as one word, or as long as a phrase. The point is that the form of your footnote should allow your reader to identify uniquely the source you are citing. Examples may be found below.

Sometimes you will want to cite an item in its entirety, without specifying particular pages or chapters; other times you will need to be more specific in your citation. Make certain your footnote conveys all of the required information: if you mean to cite a particular portion or section or page of the item, then do so.

If you are quoting directly from a source in the body of your text, then your footnote must include the specific page number on which the quotation appears.

Footnotes should be indented by one tab. Note also where periods and commas appear, what is capitalized and what is not, as well as the order in which authors’ names appear.

If an item has more than three authors, you may list the first author followed by “et al.” “Et” has no period; “al.” does: it is an abbreviation for “alia.”

Some journals now require that the month (and sometimes also date) be given in journal citations, in addition to year. Feel free to include such information, although I do not require it. If you do include it, it should be in standard abbreviated-date format, as indicated below in sample footnotes 16 and 18.

Publishers often have offices in more than one city, and may list several cities on the title or copyright pages of their books. In your references, it is common to use only the city closest to where you are working (a holdover from pre-global-market days, no doubt). For instance, in Boston it is common to write “New York” when citing books published by Cambridge University Press, rather than Cambridge, England. [Note: the
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*Chicago Manual of Style* still recommends using *only* city name and not publisher name in both footnote and bibliography entries. This is a sign of madness, especially given the dispersal of publishers: city name alone offers little to no information that can be used to identify the publisher. Ignore the much-vaunted *Manual on this point. They are just plain wrong.]*

Often the sources you cite will be reprints or later editions of a work that had appeared much earlier. The page numbers, and even chapter ordering, can change between various editions, so it is imperative that you cite the exact edition from which you have found your quotation or material. Additionally, even if you are citing a facsimile reproduction of an older source, it is usually important to include the original date of publication, even if the page numbers in your version have not changed from the original. Your reader will be much better informed if you indicate that Thomas Sprat’s *The History of the Royal Society* was published originally in 1667, even though you happen to be working from an edition published in 1958.

If citing a web-based source, you should aim to make the citation as close as possible to that for an ordinary journal article. If the web content has a signed author (individual or collective), include that author name. If the web content has a specific title, include that title. In addition, you should include enough of the URL so that any reasonable user could re-trace your steps and find the same material. You *need not* reproduce the entire URL, which can often run several lines long, *if* the URL in question is an obvious link off of a main page, such as the web exhibitions available at the American Institute of Physics’s Center for History of Physics page ([http://www.aip.org/history](http://www.aip.org/history)). Since web material can float in and out of accessibility, you must also include the date on which you accessed that material.

When more than one item appears in a footnote, separate each entry with a semicolon, as in sample footnote 25.

### Books:

Edited volumes, when citing the volume as a whole, rather than specific chapters within it:

8 Galison and Hevly, *Big Science*.
10 Holton and Elkana, *Einstein*.

Chapters in edited volumes:

12 Graham, “Reception of Einstein’s ideas,” 133.

Journal articles:

15 Rader, “Mouse people,” 334.
17 Oreskes, Shrader-Frechette, and Belitz, “Verification,” 642.
19 Dyson *et al*., “Meson-nucleon scattering,” 1650.

Web sources:

23 On the founding of Kanazawa University, see [http://www.kanazawa-u.ac.jp/history](http://www.kanazawa-u.ac.jp/history) (accessed 3 June 2003).
Course lectures:

24 Professor Mary McGee, class lecture in STS.001, MIT, 6 November 2002.

The mother lode:


BIBLIOGRAPHY ENTRIES

General information

Every published item that appears in a footnote should also appear in your bibliography. Web-based sources that have both a named author and a title should appear in your bibliography as well.

The format for bibliography entries is distinct from that for footnotes. Pay attention to the placement of commas, periods, and the rest. Note also where page numbers and editors’ names appear in entries for chapters in edited volumes. List items alphabetically by the first author’s last name. You do not need to include the page or chapter references which appeared in the corresponding footnote entry. Obviously, full page references must be given in citations to both journal articles and chapters in edited volumes; here “full page references” refers to the first and last page of the item, not to the specific pages from which you might have quoted material in the body of your text.

Bibliography entries should have all lines past the first line indented by one tab.

You should add a section heading just above your bibliography, indicating either “Bibliography,” or “References,” or “Works Cited.”
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